
RSGB 2021 Committee Reports
Innovation
The Innovation Team comprises the leads from the EMC Committee, Legacy, Propagation Studies Committee (PSC), Amateur Radio on the 
International Space Station (ARISS), Technical Forum and Youth. The Innovation Team has concentrated activities within its committees and no 
new projects were initiated across the team. This year, 2022, is the ideal opportunity to launch new initiatives to rejuvenate the hobby as we all 
come out of Lockdown. The role of Wireless Communication is evolving and continues to transform how we work and live; we need to adapt to 
these changes to increase the attractiveness of the hobby. We have a unique opportunity to use our knowledge to innovate the technology to 
broaden the protection of the radio spectrum particularly its resilience to interference. We also need innovative ideas to help clubs recover their 
momentum as they open again. 
John Rogers, M0JAV

EMC Committee
Help and advice to Members is provided 
through the EMC Helpdesk and via the 
website. Over 120 cases were handled by 
the help desk in the year. Topics included TVI 
(television interference), SMPSU’s (switch 
mode power supplies) and battery chargers, 
pacemakers and their safety, solar PV 
installations including what to expect. 
EMF compliance checks: The RSGB has 
joined with the ARRL to form a team of 
experts in RF safety who are assessing the 
way stations can be set up to comply with 
new licence requirements. We are indebted 
to these volunteers for their expertise and the 
time they are devoting to this work.

The RSGB EMF web page now 
contains the first Pre-Assessed Equipment 
Configurations (PAECs); one for HF dipoles 
and another for VHF and up beam antennas. 
A third PAEC on microwave dishes will be 
published soon. In 2021, four articles giving 
advice on how to conduct EMF compliance 
checks were published in RadCom. Seven 
videos have been made to help guide people 
with these Compliance Checks, these videos 
have been viewed more than 23,000 times. 
The calculator, which is now available as a 
web app and a spreadsheet version, is being 
used by thousands to check and record their 
compliance.

The RSGB purchased calibrated isotropic 
EMF probes that are being used for field 
strength measurements below 30MHz. 
These measurements validate the exclusion 
zones by checking that EMF reference limits 
are not exceeded outside of these exclusion 
zones. Later measurements will map the 
field strengths against position relative to the 
antenna to confirm that calculator results 
remain conservative.
Investigations: An R&S spectrum analyser 
was recently delivered to support EMC 
product testing and enable investigation 
of installations with high RFI. No on-site 
measurements have been performed in 
2021 due to Covid-19 restrictions; various 
items of equipment sent in by Members have 
been investigated including some ‘smart’ car 
battery chargers that have no RF interference 
filtering. This work was reported through the 

EMC RadCom column. 
Complaints to Ofcom: The EMCC have 
continued to support Members who are 
investigating whether the raised noise floors 
that they are experiencing are due to VDSL 
(Very high-speed digital subscriber line) 
interference. Additionally, we have assisted 
several Members in submitting complaints 
to Ofcom about VDSL interference. We 
submitted two Freedom Of Information (FOI) 
requests to Ofcom seeking information about 
how they handled the VDSL interference 
complaints submitted to Ofcom over 
the last 18 months and why most were 
rejected without any further investigation. 
Unfortunately, the FOIs failed to solicit any 
significant information from Ofcom. We 
continue to pursue this matter and further 
escalation strategies are proposed including 
parliamentary lobbying. We need your help 
to provide your own experiences to elevate 
the extent of the problem further. The case 
for lobbying government for the protection of 
radio services is growing and is evidenced 
by the increasing levels and type of radio 
interference encountered. 

Standards development: EMCC members 
have been active in the IARU and on 
British Standards committees representing 
the Amateur Service. The application of 
acceptable or product specific limits to EMC 
Standards remains the primary objective. 
However, commercial pressures from 
certain represented electrical product groups 
can make this difficult. This can result in 
unacceptably high generic limits being 
applied to the Standards.

TR 16-4-4 is an important specification 
for the protection of Radio Services and 
deals with radio disturbance and immunity 
measuring apparatus and methods and 
incorporates statistics and limit modelling. 
The current probability wrongly relaxes these 
limits in the Standard. This can result in the 
CISPR committee members underestimating 
the extent of real-world problems. These 
increased limits allow a rise in background 
levels which impacts all radiocommunication 
services.

The RSGB EMCC members continue to 
review relevant standards at BSI level and 
try to influence National Committees prior to 
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EMC testing of a car battery charger, see RadCom April 2021, page 73.
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voting on selective Key issues. The protection of Radio Services up 
to 6GHz is an emerging area of interest, largely because of radio-
based data services. The amateur bands up to 6GHz need special 
treatment for incorporation into the Radio Services Database, as unlike 
broadcast services, amateur stations are difficult to describe using the 
generally understood parameters of power, antenna and modulation.
Support to the IARU EMC committee: CISPR activities focussed on 
limiting emissions from Wireless Power Transfer WPT(EV) continue, 
through virtual webinars. We support the Region 1 Noise Measurement 
Campaign to study the radio noise floor at different geographic 
locations. This will allow the identification and study of long-term 
noise and interference changes across LF and HF frequencies. DARC 
have rolled out 52 ENAMS online HF noise monitoring stations that 
have been installed in Germany and further ENAMS units are being 
produced for societies in Austria, Switzerland, France, Belgium, New 
Zealand and we have just received one in the UK. 
A diverse workload: The EMC Committee members have been very 
busy. Focussed sub-groups on EMF, lobbying and VDSL have drawn 
upon the expertise of others to minimise the strain on our resources. 
More EMCC members are needed if we are to continue this crucial 
work. Recently a number of people have offered to join us in this work 
but more people are always needed – can you help?
John Rogers, M0JAV 
emc.chairman@rsgb.org.uk

Legacy 
During 2021, three applications for grants from the Legacy Fund 
were received, two were successful, see below. This is probably as 
a result of low local activity during the extended periods of lockdown 
during the year.
Royal Signals ARS demonstration vehicle: This was a joint application 
to the Radio Communications Foundation (RCF) and the RSGB 
Legacy Fund. Each organisation agreed to fund 50% of the requested 
funds. [See RadCom December 2021, page 23, for report. Ed]
Video programmes suite: The original proposals for the production of a 
series of diverse and amateur radio focused videos from 2019 and 2020 
was revisited. With the benefit of updated information, the application 
was supported with a recommendation of a 50% initial grant and a 
further grant upon successful delivery of the first series of programmes.

The Legacy Committee continues to seek application from 
individuals and groups who meet the criteria for consideration for 
funding. Guidelines may be found at https://rsgb/legacy.

Note: It is pleasing to note that two further worthy applications 
have been made and grants agreed during January 2022.
Ian Shepherd, G4EKV
Legacy.chair@rsgb.org.uk

Plot of FT8 Sporadic-E on EPI map. See RadCom May 2021, page 68.

Propagation Studies Committee 
The purpose of the Propagation Studies Committee (PSC) is to 
promote interest in radio propagation amongst amateurs and short 
wave listeners, to enable them to make better use of the amateur 
bands and encourage research into the subject.

Steve, G0KYA gave a talk at the online RSGB Convention, looking 
at the positives and negatives of the upcoming Solar Cycle 25. He 
also keeps the 10m beacon list up to date as far as possible and 
has made more than 100 changes to it in the last year. Steve also 
continues to supply the HF content for the weekly GB2RS news.

Jim, G3YLA continues to deal with email queries on Sporadic-E 
(Es) related propagation from amateurs and also contributes to the 
VHF section of GB2RS, along with John, G4BAO. Jim has also 
been very busy developing the E-wave Propagation Index (EPI) on 
Propquest and logging the data from the 2021 Es season with a 
view to eventually providing some verification statistics. It is a winter 
project to get some data ready for his presentation to the HAMSCI 
workshop in the US in 2022. Jim also gave a few online talks on 
propagation to various clubs. In October, Jim was awarded the 
Jersey Trophy for Outstanding Services to 50MHz.

Gwyn, G3ZIL has been looking at two projects: Systematic 
estimates of noise at same time and same frequency as receiving 
WSPR spots using two algorithms within WSPRDaemon and 
measurements at G3ZIL, Southampton, UK of noise and signal 
levels with a short active dipole rotating in the vertical plane.

Chris, G4IFX has been working on three papers related to 
Sporadic-E linked to his PhD.

John, G4BAO has been working on ways to mitigate noise with a 
number of low noise HF antennas, chokes and noise cancellation and 
has made some interesting progress. Particularly the effectiveness 
of “short”  >1 wavelength Beverages. A positive article describing 
what can be done, could counteract some of the ‘negative waves’ 
about noise we see in RadCom. He has also been working on a 
remote cheap VHF Web Rx.

Barry, G8AGN has been doing more work at 30THz. Best DX so 
far is 130m but that was site-limited rather than equipment limited 
as received signals were huge. The latest 30THz source is based on 
a combined heliograph/heliostat that reflects 30THz radiation from 
the Sun towards a distant receiver and uses slow Morse QRSS1 
(1 second dot time). The source system uses two Arduino micro 
computers, one to track the Sun in real-time and one to tilt the 
mirror slightly to send the QRSS message. The 30THz receivers 
use a thermopile detector (with integral filter to allow only 5–14um 
radiation to pass), which is similar to those used in inexpensive 
Covid-19 remote reading thermometers. [See RadCom Plus Winter 
2021/2022 for the first part of a two-part series of articles on 
Barry’s experiments in the 30THz band, or long-wave infra-red. Ed]

Ron, G3SVW continues doing a series of transmissions on 
14MHz hoping (very hoping I guess) to hear some long-delayed 
echoes. He has three other stations listening, but so far nil heard.

The Predtest website was closed in December. The site had 
been running for a few years now after Gwyn, G4FKH worked with 
numerous programmers to give a more user-friendly and graphical 
output to the ITU’s ITURHFPROP propagation prediction program. 
Predtest has been a very useful tool in the HF user’s armoury, 
allowing point-to-point and area coverage predictions among others. 
The Propagation Studies Committee (PSC) would like to thank Gwyn 
for all his hard work on Predtest. Users are encouraged to move 
over to James Watson, M0DNS/HZ1JW’s Proppy tool (https://
soundbytes.asia/proppy/), which offers a similar experience to 
Predtest and is also based on ITURHFPROP. Alternatively, VOACAP.
com offers a similar experience and is based on the well-known 
VOACAP software.
Steve Nichols, G0KYA
psc.chairman@rsgb.org.uk
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Learning
During 2021, with pandemic restrictions still very much limiting what could or couldn’t be done, it was more or less a very similar year to 2020. 
Online training and remotely invigilated online exams were where most of the action was centered. Once again thanks are due to the remote 
invigilators who have continued to support this new way of administering exams. Thanks are also due to the various online training resources that 
have supported students through these difficult times. With almost all restrictions being lifted, its hoped that in 2022 the various projects that 
have been held back can once again take their rightful place in the great scheme of things.
Dave Wilson, M0OBW
Board Director

Beyond Exams 
The past 12 months have been very quiet 
with very little uptake or participation 
from clubs and club members registered 
on the scheme. We have had only one 

new club register and then they admitted 
that they were waiting until they started 
meeting before they actively got involved. 
There have been two new additions to the 
team in Derek Hughes, G7LFC and Simon 

Strange, M0SYS. Both have been a great 
help, or rather have done most of the work on 
the revamp – especially Derek as it was his 
idea and initial development of this scheme a 
few years ago. I would like to thank them at 

A typical mid-Winter 10m Sporadic-E opening with signals from Italy 
and Bulgaria, but also closer signals from Denmark, The Netherlands and 
Germany. RadCom March 2021, page 54.

Technical Forum 
The Technical Forum (TF) is responsible for much of the technical 
side of RSGB’s activities and is a Reflector and Email based group 
allowing rapid response and discussion with all the forum’s members 
having access, and being able to contribute immediately. There have 
been no annual meetings this year.

Technical review of articles for RadCom and the other RSGB 
published electronic magazines forms the bulk of the activity we 
perform. Any technical article being considered for publication is sent 
by the Technical Editor to the Forum for review. We look at its suitability, 
technical merit and for any safety implications. Articles are sent out 
as general release to the TF and members respond individually as 
appropriate within their areas of expertise. Occasionally a few have 
to be ‘pushed’ in the direction of individuals for their particular area.

Absolute technical correctness in certain areas is not always challenged, 
especially for RadCom Plus where it is realised that experts and beginners 
will approach some areas in a different light. Certain articles have been 
‘allowed through’ in spite of a few concerns and, in such cases, it is left to 
readers and the correspondence columns to discuss them.

The members of the Forum have a breadth of specialist knowledge 
to cover many of the areas needed for detailed review. Software radio 
and the new data modes and 21st century techniques are rapidly 
moving into the hobby so it may be necessary to use external experts, 
particularly if there could be safety and legal implications involved; 
advice on earthing is one particular point that has caused some 
problems that still raises its head from time to time

Another task we perform is the selection of award winners for the five 
RSGB technical awards. The winners are selected through a voting system 
by forum members after a list of all suitable publications and candidates is 
first drawn up and circulated. They are then sent to the Board for approval.

Increasingly, comments (and complaints and criticism) on 
published articles are appearing first on various independently run 
social media platforms and groups. In an attempt to streamline online 
discussion around RadCom and other RSGB publications, the RSGB-
Workshop@groups.io group was set up under the auspices of the 
Technical Forum in order to try to concentrate online activity into 
one place. It is hoped, although hasn’t happened in all cases, that 
the writers of the technical articles as well as columnists will join the 
group so that the fastest feedback and turnaround can be achieved.

As with all such online forums, subjects and posts often turn into a 
long discussion, frequently veering way off-topic but so far it has seldom 
been necessary to step in and cut off further posts. The breadth of subjects 
has covered too huge a range to even begin to list here, going from basic 
construction right through to advanced and specialist techniques being 
discussed. Antennas, EMC matters and licensing issues continue to 
dominate and are easily the most popular subjects. As is often the case, 
some seemingly quite trivial subjects often generate a huge discussion 
thread. Some RadCom articles generate a huge response and discussion, 
and members of the Technical Forum keep an overview of the threads 

and can respond with an official view if needed. With the wide range of 
expertise and experience amongst the subscribers, most questions soon 
get answered to the satisfaction of their originator. 

It is difficult to know where the Technical Forum could go on developing 
technical expertise amongst the Society’s Members. Technical expertise is 
not something that is really open to guiding – individuals make their own 
progress. However, the TF may be able to make some contributions in this 
area via RadCom Plus. If you have any ideas on areas you would like the 
Society’s publications to cover, or any direction you think we should take, 
please let us know. 

Please note that the TF is not a ‘member facing’ group and should not be 
seen as a point of call for individual technical assistance. The best approach 
for that is on one of the many specialist groups such as the independently 
run RSGBTechnical Group.

Finally, I would like to thank all the members of the Technical Forum 
for their time and the support provided.
Andy Talbot, G4JNT
RSGB-Workshop@groups.io

Simulated 3D 
radiation pattern and 
currents for quarter-
wave monopole on 
solid two-wavelength 
radius ground plane 
in free space at 1 
GHz. RadCom March 
2021, page 34.
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this point for their hard work and look forward 
to working with them in the future. 

We have also started looking at relaunching 
and changing the way the programme is 
presented. This will all become clear in the 
near future. 

The individual scheme is still an unknown 
as to how many persons are actually having 
a go, but hopefully we can change and look 
at the way information is collated to get an 
idea on the numbers taking part. Again, we 
are looking at relaunching this sometime in 
2022. 

Both schemes will be under the banner of 
‘Beyond Exams’, which is open for expansion 
as a flagship for the RSGB, and world-beating 
first for societies around the world who may 
take up both schemes adapted to their 
country. We have already had interest from 
an individual in the USA to introduce to his 
club, this is to be followed up on with the 
launch of the new schemes.

That is where we are at presently with BE 
and its further development.
Chris Colclough, G1VDP
be.coordinator@rsgb.org.uk

Examination Standards Committee
The role of the RSGB Examination Standards 
Committee (ESC) is to ensure the standards 
of the Amateur Radio Examinations are 
maintained at a level that ensures the 
aspiring radio amateur has an adequate 
understanding of contemporary radio 
communications technology and is able to 
operate legally, safely and without causing 
interference to other Services. It also ensures 
that the UK licence is broadly in line with 
HAREC and CEPT TR 61-02, so that UK 
amateurs can benefit from reciprocal licensing 
arrangements. The ESC monitors the work 
of the RSGB Exams Department, which 
organises the examinations and it appoints 
and oversees the Examinations and Syllabus 
Review Group (ESRG). The ESRG does the 
day-to-day work of maintaining the syllabus 
and exam question bank and considers any 
candidates’ challenges to exam questions.

The ESC considers the examination 
statistics, reports of exam irregularities, 
appeals against the outcomes of challenges 
and produces an annual report on the 
performance of the examinations system. 
The latest of these, covering the 2020 
examinations year can be found at: https://
thersgb.org/go/escrep2021. The membership 
of the ESC remained unchanged in 2021 
and can be found at: https://thersgb.org/
go/escmems. A new member, Prof Paul 
Brennan, M0PVB, joined the ESRG and we 
look forward to working with Paul in the 
future. I would like to take this opportunity 
to formally thank all members of the ESC and 
ESRG for their work during 2021.

The Covid-19 pandemic continued to 

affect the examinations process in 2021. 
Due to periods of lockdown and other social 
distancing measures in the four nations of 
the UK, club-based examinations remained 
suspended until October. Club-based 
training was also affected. Despite this, 
due to the hard work and dedication of the 
team of RSGB Remote Invigilators and with 
the support of the clubs providing distance 
learning courses, we have been able to run a 
full year of licence examinations at all levels. 
The exam data for 2021 (2020) are: at 
Foundation 370 (395) exams, 2303 (3087) 
candidates and 2045 (2774) passes; at 
Intermediate 287 (719) exams, 750 (868) 
candidates and 638 (759) passes; and at 
Full 265 (92) exams, 574 (378) candidates 
and 373 (258) passes. That’s a total of 922 
(1206) exams, 3627 (4333) candidates 
and 3056 (3791) passes. It is necessary to 
exercise some caution when comparing with 
the 2020 data. Examinations at Intermediate 
and Full level did not start until July and 
October 2020, respectively. Furthermore, in 
2020, due to the full lockdown, individuals 
may have had more time to study for the 
exams and higher motivation to get on the air 
to make social contact with other amateurs. 
However, the overall numbers in 2021 
have held up extremely well compared to 
pre-pandemic levels, and we would like to 
take this opportunity to thank the volunteer 
invigilators for their work during 2021.

Club-based exams restarted in October 
2021. In the period 1 October to 31 December 
2021, 43 candidates sat their exams in 
clubs, with 14% of these taken online. In the 
same period, 602 exams were taken online 
at home under remote invigilation.

We now have sufficient data to evaluate 
the impact of the 2019 syllabus changes 
on the pass rates at all levels. At Foundation 
(excluding absentees) the pass rate is 90%, 
at Intermediate it is 88% and at Full 67%. 
Compared to the average pass rates for the 
latest five (pre-pandemic) years under the 
old syllabus, the Foundation pass rate is up 
by about 5%, the Intermediate pass rate is 
about 5% down, and the Full pass rate about 

the same. Progression through the levels is 
largely unaffected.

At the beginning of 2021 the ESC/ESRG 
consulted the UK Amateur radio community 
on the draft Direct to Full (D2F) syllabus. 
Over 1200 responses were received. About 
86% of respondents felt the scope of the 
syllabus (range of topics covered) was 
appropriate for D2F, with 8% thinking it was 
too narrow and 6% thinking it was too broad. 
On the question about the standard (level of 
difficulty) of the syllabus, 80% thought it was 
about right, the remaining 20% split equally 
between too easy and too hard. A clear 
majority, 75%, thought the proposed number 
of exam questions is appropriate, while 17% 
thought there were too few and 8% too many. 
On the question regarding the duration of the 
proposed exam, 80% thought it was about 
right and the other 20% split equally between 
too short and too long. A significant minority 
of respondents, 24%, thought the proposed 
pass mark was too low, while 70% thought it 
was about right, and only 6% thought it was 
too high. To the final question on the survey, 
as to whether on balance the respondent 
thought there should be a D2F exam in 
parallel with the current 3-part exam, 89% 
said yes.

Many written comments were also 
received, most directly reflected respondents’ 
responses to the questions, but some more 
substantive comments were received: One 
concern expressed was that candidates 
with a high level of technical knowledge 
could pass D2F without correctly answering 
a sufficient number of questions on the 
licence conditions and operating practice. A 
possible way to address this, which is under 
consideration, is to split the exam into two 
sections, requiring a pass in each section. 
Another concern was that, if the questions 
were selected completely at random from the 
current three-level question bank, the D2F 
exam may contain too many questions at 
Foundation and Intermediate level and so be 
too easy. This will be addressed by creating a 
new D2F question bank containing questions 
from the highest level available for a particular 

It took two studios to run the live streams thoughout the day at the RSGB 2021 Convention Online.
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syllabus item, eg if a syllabus item in D2F is 
covered at all three levels in the three-part 
syllabus only the Full level questions would 
be used.

We would like to thank those members 
of the community that participated in the 
consultation as individuals or in groups. 
Based on the overwhelmingly favourable 
response, it was decided to press ahead with 
the proposals.

Despite the strong support for the D2F 
proposal, further work on it had to be put on 
hold. This was so that ESRG could address 
the urgent need to update the syllabus to 
address the new Ofcom licence conditions 
related to exposure of the general public to 
electromagnetic fields (EMF). Specifically, 
that the amateur must demonstrate 
compliance with the licence requirements 
to limit exposure of the general public to 
EMF from their station. The ESRG has been 
drafting a revised syllabus including the EMF 
points also adding supporting new technical 
points, eg definition of EIRP, and drafting and 
vetting exam questions. To balance these 
additions some other learning points are 
being removed. At the time of writing, the 
syllabus is with ESC for approval. Following 
approval, it will be published six months 
ahead of the proposed implementation date, 
which is likely to be in the summer of 2022.

Looking ahead, once the EMF syllabus 
changes have been finalised, the ESC/
ESRG will restart work on D2F in addition to 
continuing review of the three-part syllabus.

Finally, we would like to take this 
opportunity to thank again everyone involved 
in the examinations process: the staff at 
HQ, members of ESC and ESRG and, most 
importantly, the tutors and invigilators that 
make the system work and so contribute to the 
health of amateur radio during the challenging 
circumstances of the past two years.
Tony Kent, G8PBH
esc.chair@rsgb.org.uk

GB2CW
Covid has been instrumental in limiting 
what can be done with amateur radio club 
meetings. GB2CW has suffered with the 
restrictions – the saving grace is that GB2CW 
classes on the air have not been affected. 
Some classes are also moving to the Internet. 
Essex CW club do tutoring using YouTube and 
Norfolk ARC use Zoom. These methods are 
very useful for tutoring on sending technique, 
correcting bad habits and so on. Bootcamps 
have suffered too. Norfolk ARC has not held 
one for the last two years, but Essex CW club 
did hold one this autumn. 

We have lost several GB2CW volunteers, 
a couple of Silent Keys and several that 
stopped due to lack of students. You would 
think with the Covid situation restricting what 
people can do and where they can go; there 
would be more taking up Morse and trying to 
become proficient operators. Another reason 
why they don’t is the huge migration to the FT 
modes. Operating those is so simple and easy 
that they can be used without much effort. 
Indeed, some use the robot and computer to 
do it for them.

However, it’s not all doom and gloom! We 
still have a number of volunteers continuing 

to take classes, even when there are very few 
in the class. Here in Norfolk we still have 
five volunteers doing a great job and it has 
encouraged a few to come on board and start 
learning.

Clubs such as the Essex CW Club 
persevere with constant publicity and they 
have magnificent support. Others are not so 
good and tend to give up too quickly. The 
main frequency used is still 145.250MHz. 
HF transmissions do present a feedback 
problem so the 2m FM frequency is much 
better if at all possible.

Here in Norfolk we have seen an increase 
in some of the older licensees signing up for 
classes, having neglected their Morse for 
some years, but it is the new and younger 
licensees that we need to swell the ranks. 

Despite this, we are still maintaining 
the status quo but if anybody would like to 
volunteer, just one hour per week, please 
email me roger@g3ldi.co.uk I will be only too 
pleased to add you to the list.     

The volunteer list was in a real mess this 
year, due to the fact that I was not informed 
of a change of email address. If you have 
stopped due to whatever reason, or if there 
are changes in the schedule, PLEASE keep 
me informed.  

The schedule is on the RSGB website: 
https://thersgb.org/go/gb2cw.

FISTS and CW OPS have both been very 
popular in encouraging newcomers in their 
activity periods on the air and CW OPS 
have a CW Academy that you can sign up 
for. Take a look at their website by going to  
https://cwops.org/cw-academy/

Finally, one volunteer here in Norfolk 
started as a student when he first came 
here and now takes a class himself every 
week. Phil, G4LPP, seen in the photograph 
is now very keen and does lots of contests 
for Norfolk ARC.
Roger Cooke, G3LDI 
morse.tests@rsgb.org.uk

Operating

ARDF Committee 
The Amateur Radio Direction Finding 
(ARDF) Committee is a group of committed 
volunteers who have been driving forward the 
development of this aspect of ‘Sport Radio’ 
in the UK. It has been another very difficult 
year for ARDF with the impact of the ongoing 
pandemic.

Things started well in May with the 
ARDF Webinar in the Tonight @ 8 series of 
RSGB presentations. This Webinar was well 
received and attracted a lot of interest.

Competitions in the Midlands were least 
affected by the pandemic, with seven events 
in Regions 5 and 13. It was also particularly 

good to see two inaugural events in Region 
8, Northern Ireland, using the RSGB loan 
kit. Elsewhere in the UK, there was just one 
event in the Thames Valley.

Internationally, competitions were similarly 
curtailed. The 20th World Championships, 
postponed from 2020 in Serbia, were 
rescheduled again, this time to 2022. In their 
place, a Region 1 event was staged in Bulgaria, 
but with the number of Covid cases there being 
one of the highest in Europe, support came 
mostly from Eastern European Countries. 

Another casualty of the pandemic was the 
opportunity to go out and interact with Society 
members and others at the RSGB Hamfest 
and the RSGB Convention. The knock-on 
effect of this was having fewer individuals in 
2021 trying ARDF for the first time.

The task facing the Committee in 2022 

is to re-launch ARDF in the UK and we are 
looking for volunteers from Regions where 
there is little or no ARDF activity outside of 
club events. We wish to establish a much 
wider number of events and need individuals 
prepared to organise simple half day 
competitions with equipment, expertise and 
support provided by the ARDF Committee.

Finally, I wish to acknowledge the 
enthusiasm and contributions of the 
Committee members in running events and 
promoting the sport. The Committee is also 
grateful for the support it has received from 
the  RSGB Board members responsible for 
Sport Radio, Len Paget, GM0ONX and David 
Hills, G6PYF and also from RadCom editor 
Elaine Richards, G4LFM.
R G Titterington, G3ORY
ardf.chairman@rsgb.org.uk

Phil, G4LPP, a GB2CW volunteer.
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Awards Manager 
The Operating Awards Manager receives and validates applications 
for the various awards available from the RSGB, encompassing HF 
and VHF/UHF operating. In the course of validating applications, it 
is sometimes necessary to explain to applicants the details of award 
requirements and the application process, especially in respect of the 
requirements for QSLs or card-checking. The Awards Manager is also 
required to promote the awards schemes and look for opportunities 
to develop the Society’s offering in this area, liaising with other teams 
where activities cross boundaries.

Lindsay, G8PMA came to the role of Awards Manager just before 
the start of 2021, and has had a busy year, processing applications 
for awards, handling queries from Members and non-members about 
RSGB awards, and updating the awards schemes with changes, 
new check sheets and even new awards, of which there have been 
several. We started the year with the new Friendship on the Air (FotA) 
award, a collaboration between the Awards, Contest Support and 
Communications teams to try to build on the success of the Get on the 
Air 2 Care programme. This was followed by the Radio Surfer Award, 
aimed at young enthusiasts regardless of licence status, a collaboration 
with the Youth Team. Then the VHF space was looked at, such that 
the two existing 50MHz Countries awards were amalgamated and 
a new 50MHz Continents & Countries award created. Finally the 
new VHF/UHF Activity Award, aimed at encouraging simplex activity 
on the bands above 50MHz especially 144MHz and 432MHz was 
launched.

Award applications have significantly increased during 2021, with 
a total of 102 being approved, an increase of 68% over the previous 
year. It has also been noticeable that over the two years for which 
records are available, approximately one third of applications come 
from non-UK stations, demonstrating that the RSGB Award offering 
is appreciated globally. Here are the summary statistics for awards 
approved during 2021:
Award Scheme: 2020 2021
IARU Region 1 Award 34 35
IARU Region 1 28MHz Award 3 2
Foundation Award 0 2
Intermediate 100 Award 1 2
Commonwealth Century Award 7 8
Worked ITU Zones Awards 1 6
Worked All Continents Award 0 2
50MHz Awards 12 32
70/144/432MHz Awards 3 2
Youth Award 0 3
V/UHF Activity Award 0 2
Radio Surfer Award 0 6
Total 61 102
Non-UK Applications 23 32
% Non-UK 38% 31%

Looking ahead, we are aiming to keep the applications coming in, 
encouraging more people to have a go at award chasing and pushing 
their operating boundaries to see if these numbers can be improved 
upon again. There are plans in the background for further award 
enhancements in order to expand the scope and options available, 
in collaboration with IARU Region 1 HQ; ideas for reinstating awards 
for Short Wave Listeners; and trying to do something that appeals 
to the internet-linked amateur whilst both challenging them and not 
devaluing the existing awards for analogue operation. 
Lindsay Pennell, G8PMA 
awards@rsgb.org.uk

Contest Support Committee
The Contest Support Committee is one of the three contesting 
committees that are responsible for the administration of all RSGB 
contests. The other two committees are the HF Contest Committee 

(HFCC) and the VHF Contest Committee (VHFCC).
The Contest Support Committee (CSC) is responsible for the 

adjudication of all RSGB contests and, at the end of 2021, had 
thirteen members. The CSC also provides support and advice to the 
HFCC and the VHFCC. A list of the current CSC members is available 
at www.rsgbcc.org/vhf/committee_members.html

This team of experienced and dedicated volunteers adjudicated 214 
contests (57 HF, 157 VHF) in 2021. This includes eight additional 
contests (Hope QSO Parties) arranged to provide help and support 
for radio amateurs who are isolated at home due to the Covid-19 
pandemic. Just over 30,000 logs were received and adjudicated 
during 2021. One contest (IOTA) received 2723 logs.

A comprehensive in-house developed website is run by the Contest 
Support Committee with links to all RSGB contest rules, results (past 
and present) and to the log submission robot. A list of the winners 
of past contest trophies – the Hall of Fame – is available by going to 
www.rsgbcc.org/cgi-bin/trophies.pl

The adjudication software used by the Contest Support Committee 
has been upgraded several times during 2021 to cater for minor 
rules changes and to further increase the scope of the fully automatic 
adjudication routines. All RSGB contests, including the IOTA contest, 
are adjudicated using this software.

The free Contesting Committees Newsletter has continued to be 
published during 2021. The newsletter has a current circulation of 
1100 and is used by the HFCC, VHFCC and CSC to inform subscribers 
about notable contest related events including new contests and 
major rules changes.  To subscribe to this newsletter, please visit 
www.rsgbcc.org/cgi-bin/subscribe.pl?subtype=news. 

The Contest Support Committee also processes all Special Contest 
Call (1+1 callsigns eg, G0A, M9Z etc.) applications and issue all 
Special Contest Call Notice of Variations on behalf of Ofcom. There 
are 519 Special Contest Calls available and currently, as of the end 
of 2021, 248 SCC Notices of Variation have been issued. Details 
of how to qualify for a Special Contest Call are available at https://

The antenna farm used by keen DXer and contester Chris, G3SJJ.
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rsgb.org/scc. Please use scc@rsgb.org.uk for 
all questions and enquiries about obtaining a 
Special Contest Call. 
Ian Pawson, G0FCT
csc.chair@rsgb.org.uk

RSGB HF Contest Committee 
2021 saw a combination of legacy contests, 
club-based contest series and innovative 
FT4 events. Participation was good. We 
began to see a gradual improvements in HF 
propagation as we detected signs of life in the 
new solar cycle 25.

We were pleased to be able to encourage 
multi-operator entries to our events this year. 
Covid-19 had brought significant unplanned 
changes in 2020 but a degree of normality 
was able to be resumed, subject to a common-
sense approach to the ongoing pandemic.

Many of our members continued to turn 
to radio to provide stimulation and contacts 
with other radio amateurs, which led to 
increased numbers of participants in many of 
our contests.

The FT4 Contest Series that was 
introduced in 2020 has remained popular 
with nearly 200 UK & CD entrants plus over 
150 non-UK entrants. This year we moved to 
a multi-band format on the 80, 40 and 20m 
bands. After consultation, we are facilitating 
an FT4 International Activity Day on the first 
Saturday in April 2022, with six bands in use 
over 12 hours, to further cater for the very 
popular FT modes.

We consulted with our contesters in 
November 2021, which has led to some rule 
changes for 2022. Where changes have been 
made, these are highlighted at the top of each 
page of rules.

The RSGB Contest Club has continued to 
grow. In 2021, the club represented the RSGB 
in the ARRL 160m contest in December, 
with six stations activating regional variants 
of the RSGB G6XX callsign, making a total 
of 740 QSOs between them, most of which 
were with North American amateurs. This 
was a part of the RSGB celebration of the 
centenary of the second Transatlantic Tests of 
1921. The Contest Club continues to provide 
support to RSGB contesters, and operators 
for the HQ stations that are part of many 
of our contests. The Contest Club provided 
support to the YOTA month RSGB activities in 
December 2021.

G6XX and G3DR, the historic RSGB 
callsigns held by the Contest Club, have been 
activated in many international contests. In 
anticipation of activity in conjunction with 
the ARRL planned for December 2022, we 
have also resurrected three other historic 
RSGB calls, namely, G6ZZ, G5WS and 
G5AT. (G)5WS was the first amateur station 
to get across the Atlantic from East to West, 
in December 1922. We look forward to 
activating these splendid callsigns.

The Contest Club held the GR2HQ 
callsign, as HFCC coordinated the UK’s 
station in the IARU HF Championship contest 
in July. We were able to operate with several 
teams throughout the UK, with a measure of 
success and a bigger measure of enjoyment.

The core HFCC membership in 2021 
were Nick, G4FAL, Mike, G7TWC, Clive, 
GM3POI, Stewart, GW0ETF, Paul, G4PVM, 
Allan, GM4ZUK, Nick, M1DDD and Graham, 
G0NBI; with Chris, GM3WOJ providing 
support. We work closely with the CSC and 
VHFCC, with Ian, G0FCT, Andy, G4PIQ and 
with the technical and practical support of 
Jacqui, G6SXY on trophies, Pete, G4CLA 
on the web resources and Mike, G0GJV 
providing adjudication software – we are 
very thankful for their contribution to the 
success of our calendar of contests. Thanks 
also to Stewart, G3YSX for continuing to act 
as our Board Liaison despite his increased 
responsibilities in the RSGB.
Nick Totterdell, G4FAL 
hfcc.chair@rsgb.org.uk

RSGB VHF Contest Committee 
The VHF Contest Committee is responsible for 
setting the strategy and rules for the RSGB’s 
Contest programme on 50MHz and above. 

Once again, we’ve been through a rather 
disrupted and unusual year, but contesting 
has continued to provide a great opportunity 
for a dose normality or just some respite. 
Just as during 2020, we have tried hard to 
minimise the restrictions on contesting due 

to Covid to just those needed to comply with 
the Governments’ rules in a manner which is 
reasonably fair to all entrants, and we have 
generally been able to keep restrictions much 
lighter this year. It was particularly nice to be 
able to run an almost normal VHF Field Day 
event in July after 2020’s lockdown special 
from people’s homes. 

Activity levels have been excellent, with the 
first half of the year even exceeding the record 
levels that we experienced during lockdown 
in 2020. During the second half of the year, 
activity returned to more normal levels as people 
were able to spend more time on ‘normal’ life. 
The Tuesday evening UKAC events continue to 
deliver amazing levels of activity, with well over 
800 stations entering during 2021, and setting 
a new record in terms of total entries received. 

We have continued to experiment with 
different formats of digital contesting at VHF 
while consciously not mixing it too tightly with 
the traditional events. There are a significant 
group of entrants who are keen on digital 
contesting, but we don’t yet see the volume of 
digital entrants that are associated with the CW/
SSB events. During 2021, we introduced a new 
set of 2m FT8 contests on the 1st Wednesday 
evening of each month – co-ordinated with 
wider activity in Europe. These have proved 
to be popular and, as a consequence, we 
are introducing a similar set on 70cm on the 
second Wednesday of the month for 2022.

Our one-hour long FM activity contests on 
70cm and 2m, which run prior to the UKAC 
events, are also proving popular in areas of 
higher activity, with reasonable levels of activity 
from newcomers which is really their intended 
audience. Activity in our longer weekend events 
are also generally continuing their upward 
climb, which is good to see.

The VHF Contest Committee only sets the 
rules and the strategy. The really hard work of 
adjudication is done by the Contest Support 
Committee who have been amazing this year 
once again. We could not run these events 
without them, and they continue to turn around 
the results at great speed and reliability, and 
they do so with enthusiasm and commitment. 
Also, I should call out Jacqui, G6XSY who 
looks after our trophies and Pete, G4CLA and 
Mike, G0GJV who do fantastic work on the 
software needed to automate our website and 
adjudication. Thank you all on behalf of all our 
entrants. 
Andy Cook, G4PIQ
vhfcc.chair@rsgb.org.uk

ETCC
The purpose of the Emerging Technology 
Coordination Committee (ETCC) is to support 
UK amateurs in the development of repeaters, 
data communications networks and propagation 
beacons and to promote and assist in the 
introduction and licensing of new technologies.

We process all proposals for analogue and 

A 24GHz loan system in the field. 
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digital voice repeaters and gateways, analogue and digital TV repeaters, data 
communication systems, and beacons. We assist the applicants for Notices of 
Variation to operate these systems by vetting the technical details, identifying 
suitable spectrum and completing the required documentation so that the 
final application to Ofcom is usually a formality.

The Covid pandemic, at its peak, produced a threefold surge in applications 
for voice repeaters and gateways but this is now subsiding towards the 
original level of around 10 new applications and renewals per week. 
Spectrum Issues: The demand for spectrum has increased to the extent 
that, in many parts of the country, 2 metres is at saturation point and 
several applications have been declined as none of the established channels 
have been available for re-use in the requested areas. A number of these 
applications have moved to 70cm, where space has been found in most 
areas of the country. The channels in the wide spaced (7.6 and 9MHz) 
blocks are now issued only as 12.5kHz spaced, which is in line with the 
digital voice modes. Only the legacy 1.6MHz split channels remain on the 
25kHz standard.
Emerging Technology: The three main competing digital voice modes, DMR, 
D-Star and Fusion, continue to fuel demand for channels, although multi-
protocol repeaters and gateways are increasingly being licensed. Single 
mode repeaters still remain in demand. We continue to work with the VHF 
committee over standards and spectrum for wider bandwidth, high-speed 
data and with BATC to encourage narrower band digital video formats, which 
will be important if our access to bandwidth in the higher bands is reduced. 
Repeater Abuse: Repeater abuse is still a problem in some areas. During 
the year, the ETCC further strengthened co-operation with OAS and HQ to 
promote action via Ofcom. 
Data Communications: Digital voice Gateway applications have been high 
and there is a steady demand for data modes, including the high speed, 
wider bandwidth modes referenced above. Advice has been given to some 
applicants seeking to use low cost, short range data chipsets, amplified to 
amateur power levels, which reduces spectral purity. Some applications have 
been processed for POCSAG paging transmitters on the DAPNET system, 
popular in other countries.
Licensing and renewals: Notices of Variation continue to be generated and 
renewed efficiently through Ofcom. 
ETCC membership: The Committee membership is unchanged and has 
continued to work effectively in maintaining the flow of new and renewed 
applications.
Andrew Barrett, G8DOR
etcc.chairman@rsgb.org.uk

RSGB Trophy Management 
The Trophy Management Team is responsible for the care and 
maintenance of the RSGB trophies and organising their presentation 
at both the AGM and the RSGB Convention.

As Covid-19 remained with us for another year, both the AGM and 
the Convention were held as virtual events, meaning that trophies 
could not be presented in person. This made for a very quiet year 
for the Trophy Management Team. The names of the winners for 
2019/2020 appeared in the March 2021 RadCom, page 68. Winners 
of the 2020/2021 trophies appeared in the March 2022 RadCom, 
page 16.

Some new trophies were created this year, so there are now a 
total of 131 trophies, split between 79 HF contest trophies, 35 VHF 
contest trophies, 16 AGM trophies, and 1 construction competition 
trophy. Of the 79 HF contest trophies, 30 are non-returnable trophies, 
17 of those are donated by IOTA Ltd, GMDX, CDXC and several other 
individuals. For which many thanks.

The Trophy Management Team would like to congratulate all trophy 
winners and wish them well for 2022 and here’s hoping that trophies 
can soon be presented in person.
Jacqui Goodey, G6XSY
trophy.manager@rsgb.org.uk

Representation

HF Manager
The continuing Covid pandemic has had 
mixed effects on HF operation. Lockdowns 
seem to have had a positive effect on 
activity and with sunspots numbers starting 
to increase, a welcome return to use of 
the higher bands is to be observed. On the 
other hand, DXpeditions have been severely 
curtailed with many travel restrictions still in 
place.

Growth in operating on digital modes 
continues, which seems to be at the expense 
of activity on the more traditional modes where 
operation outside of contests can be very low. 
A significant restructuring of the band plans 
in the digital segments is proposed by the 
IARU and this will be reviewed in detail in 
the coming months.

IARU Digital Modes Band Plan Review: 
The IARU has undertaken a review of the 

band plans and activity and has created a 
proposal for redefining segments of the band 
plan to better fit with newer technologies and 
digital modes where the current segmentation 
by bandwidth is leading to misinterpretation 
and conflict.

Key objectives are to harmonise the 
band plans across all regions, reduce inter-
mode conflict between dissimilar operating 
modes and facilitate the expansion of new 
technologies. Full details are outlined in the 
IARU Band Plan Review presentation.

There are specific proposals for each 
band; the first priority is to try and rearrange 
the activity within the existing band plan 
segments. Where that is not possible, 
changing the primary usage category may be 
required; the de facto effect of this will be to 
extend digital mode activity further into the 
current all modes segments, which is still in 
keeping with the current band plans.

5MHz. The UK is still in the unfortunate 
position of being one of the very few countries 

without access to the full WRC-15 allocation 
at 5MHz, although more spectrum and 
higher power levels are available for intra-UK 
contacts. CW and digital mode operators are 
particularly affected as the segments for these 
activities fall outside the UK allocation.

Other Issues. The HF Manager regularly 
receives emails and questions on HF matters. 
Often these relate to cases of what is perceived 
as illegal operation, although usually only 
refer to a transgression of band plans. It is 
often necessary to point out that neither the 
RSGB nor the IARU has regulatory powers, 
and any legal action is the responsibility 
of Ofcom. It is also important to note that 
operation outside of agreed band plans is not 
in itself an illegal operation as band plans are 
only advisory.

HF Awards and DXpedition Fund: The HF 
Manager is a de facto trustee of the RSGB 
DXpedition Fund, which raises money for 
DXpeditions through sales of raffle tickets 
at the RSGB Convention and individual 

Trophies presented at the RSGB AGM.
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donations. A number of DXpeditions were 
funded throughout the year although many 
were cancelled or postponed due to the 
ongoing coronavirus pandemic.

The two awards for HF are presented at 
the RSGB Convention, held online this year. 
The nomination process and committees are 
managed by the HF Manager. For 2021, the 
following awards were made:

ROTAB Trophy 2021: Chris Tran, 
GM3WOJ

G5RP Trophy 2021: Not awarded
Ian Greenshields, G4FSU
hf.manager@rsgb.org.uk

Intruder Watch 
RSGB Intruder Watch (IW) collects reports 
from UK licensed amateurs about HF 
intruders. An intruder is a non-amateur 
transmission in an amateur band that is not 
entitled to be there, such as a military data 
link, over-the-horizon radar or broadcasting 
station. 

Fortunately, most intruders disappear 
within minutes or hours of their arrival. 
However, when an intruder is regular, 
persistent and has been observed by UK 
amateurs on three or more occasions (eg one 
amateur on three occasions or three amateurs 
once each), IW may report it to Ofcom’s 
Spectrum Management Centre at Baldock, 
which has engineering staff on duty 24/365. 

During 2021, IW made 29 reports 
to Baldock about intruders heard on 14 
different frequencies, mostly in the 7MHz 
band. Usually Ofcom also heard the station 
and was able to get a ‘fix’ on the transmitter 
location with direction finders. In two cases 
the intrusion lasted long enough for a formal 
complaint to be made by Ofcom to the 
administration concerned.

Over-the-horizon radars, especially those 
in Russia and China, continue to be a daily 
nuisance. A UK radar in Cyprus is nearly as 
bad. The higher HF bands are mostly affected 
by these mid-morning when the path from 
the east is in daylight. The 7MHz band is 
affected mostly during darkness.

RSGB Intruder Watch forms part of the 
Region 1 IARU Monitoring System (MS). 
Information about intruders is exchanged 
via an online database and a mailing list 
and published in a monthly newsletter. 
Details of the IARU system can be found at 
www.iaru-r1.org/about-us/committees-and-
working-groups/iarums/

Intruder Watch has no signed-up group 
of watchers. Anyone can report suspected 
intruders on a one-off, occasional or regular 
basis as they wish. Please send an email to: 
iw@rsgb.org.uk

While input from other countries provides 
a useful stream of tip-offs about intruder 
activity, IW can only make reports to Ofcom 
on the basis of intruders heard by licensed 

amateurs in the UK and Crown dependencies.  
Amateurs in other countries should report 
intruders to their own national coordinator.
Richard Lamont, G4DYA
iw@rsgb.org.uk

Microwave Manager
The Microwave Manager is a member of the 
RSGB Spectrum Forum and is responsible 
for all bands above 1GHz. These are home 
to a wide variety of innovation and operating 
modes – including narrowband, beacons, 
contests, satellite communications, ATV and 
Earth-Moon-Earth (EME) activities. Digital 
mode experimentation continues to grow. 
Active microwave band user groups in the 
UK include data and repeater groups, the UK 
Microwave Group (UKuG), BATC and Amsat-
UK.  

The RSGB and the UKuG have continued 
to schedule contest events encouraging 
activity in all bands up to 248 GHz. The most 
popular continue to be the 1.3 GHz and 10 
GHz bands.  The RSGB UKAC events have 
continued to encourage activities in the lower 
microwave bands at 2.3, 3.4 and 5.6 GHz. 

The Covid-19 challenges continued to be 
felt during 2021 and only one face-to-face 
roundtable event was able to take place 
during December. However, the community 
remained engaged through a number of 
online talks and presentations often as 
a collaboration between the UKuG and 
the BATC. Most microwave operating and 
contesting activities continued and with travel 
restrictions eased portable activity was again 
possible. The “buzz” has continued around 
the 122GHz band as a second tranche of 
the VK3CV systems became available during 
the year. Members of the UKuG have been 
following and engaging in these activities 
(https://wiki.microwavers.org.uk/122_GHz). 
It is encouraging to see new callsigns 
appearing in the activity periods and contest 
results tables but more new calls in the higher 
bands above 10GHz would be good to see.

A 24GHz loan system in the field 
and a QO-100 narrowband station: The 
availability of the QO-100 geostationary 
satellite transponder for narrowband and 
DATV amateur use continues to encourage 
newcomers onto the 2.3GHz (uplink, 
UL) and 10GHz (downlink, DL) bands. 
The satellite can easily be received using 
inexpensive consumer equipment and many 
amateurs are learning new skills having been 
encouraged to build and install the required 
uplink equipment. 

The pressures on our valuable microwave 
spectrum bands from commercial users is 
not letting up. Even the bands at 76GHz 
and above are under the spotlight for 
new commercial technologies. The RSGB 
Spectrum Forum and the Microwave Manager 
have continued to directly contribute to UK 

and international spectrum discussions. This 
year the preparations for the next World Radio 
Conference scheduled for 2023 (WRC-23) 
have continued. RSGB volunteer expertise 
has been supporting the work of the IARU 
and participates in the preparatory processes 
and international committees dealing 
with topics that could impact the amateur 
microwave allocations. Once again, the most 
important topic on the WRC-23 agenda is the 
study work on spectrum coexistence between 
the amateur services and radio-navigation 
services in the 23cm band. The discussions 
are challenging and the outcome is likely to 
influence how we can use the band. It is 
possible that attention could fall particularly 
on the wideband modes such as ATV. The 
amateur community and the RSGB are fully 
engaged in the discussion through the IARU. 

The UK Microwave Group continues to 
support all activities above 1GHz and has a 
growing range of loan equipment available to 
encourage newcomers onto the bands. As ever 
it remains vitally important to demonstrate 
and publicise the experimentation and use of 
the microwave and millimetre wave bands to 
ensure their retention by the amateur service.

Finally, a thank you to the RSGB HQ staff 
and the Spectrum Forum members for their 
collaboration and support throughout the 
year.
Barry Lewis, G4SJH  
microwave.manager@rsgb.org.uk

Planning Advisory Committee
Into the ‘second lockdown’ year, the pattern 
of activity has been much like that of 2020. 
For some reason requests for assistance by 
members of the Planning Advisory Committee 
have tended to come in clusters, with peaks in 
the Spring and early Summer. That’s probably 
when most are looking to get out to update or 
modernise their antenna systems. As always, 
there have been some notable successes in 
obtaining permission but, equally, some for 
which refusals have been issued.  

Members are urged to read the Planning 
Guidance booklet, updated in 2018, before 
doing anything which might require planning 
permission. The booklet is available for 
free download by Members from the RSGB 
website with a limited number of printed 
copies also available from the RSGB AR 
Department. It is always as well to check 
whether permission might be needed. The 
planning regulations are quite complex and 
it is not unknown for the local planners to 
misinterpret them. A letter written on behalf 
of the RSGB might resolve the issue.

Members should certainly contact the 
advisory committee before submitting a 
planning application. If you wish, I will 
submit a letter in support of your application 
to the local planners on behalf of the RSGB. 
Please note that is done towards the end 
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of the consultation period, not at the start, 
so that I can deal with any points raised 
by neighbours. Committee members also 
provide advice on how to handle appeals 
against the refusal of planning permission 
and, if it comes to it, against an enforcement 
notice.

Sometimes, if aerials have been erected 
without permission, the local planners send 
a threatening letter along the lines of ‘take it 
down or else’. In that situation, contact the 
advisory committee straight away. It may be 
that you will need permission, but that is not 
always the case.  

I wish I could say that involving the RSGB 
Planning Advisory Committee will guarantee 
your gaining planning permission. I like to 
think it helps but planning is not a black and 
white science.  Policies and practice vary 
significantly in different areas and the rules 
are different in each of the four countries of 
the United Kingdom.
John Mattocks, G4TEQ    
pac.chairman@rsgb.org.uk

Spectrum Forum Report
The Forum brings together the Spectrum 
Managers with an extensive range of 
participants from both inside the Society 
and external specialist groups. This broad 
membership brings with it a wide array of 
experience to the array of matters it comes 

across. The Forum has a focus on spectrum, 
licensing and related issues. Its work spans 
both national and international matters, 
working closely EMCC and IARU amongst 
others. The latter aspect saw significant effort 
during the year.

The IARU Region-1 General Conference 
held virtually in 2020 was curtailed leaving 
its strategic workshop for 2021. This was 
eventually conducted entirely virtually due 
to Covid. Activities for it started with a very 
successful survey in May-2021, replied to 
by over 1000 UK amateurs regarding SWOT 
(Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and 
Threats) of amateur radio in the UK. The 
results were quickly analysed and published 
in the August edition of RadCom, pages 32 
and 33, and fed into a wider IARU Region-1 
activity in the October online workshop. The 
outputs from that have seen RSGB volunteers 
recruited to support a number of IARU-R1 
‘Shaping the Future’ strategic objectives that 
were detailed in the February 2022 edition 
of RadCom.

RSGB also took the unusual step of 
(virtually) attending the IARU Region-3 
Conference, organised by Thailand in 
September. This gave us a different perspective 
of amateur radio development and priorities, 
as well as an early view of IARU HF Band 
Plan reform proposals to accommodate the 
growth and shift to digital modes.

Meanwhile volunteers have also been 

busy, especially in CEPT. Spectrum pressures 
and ongoing topics range from Wireless 
Power Transfer (WPT), to WRC-23 agenda 
items that include 50MHz concerns, 1.3GHz 
coexistence (versus pressure from Galileo/
GNSS) and millimetre wave bands. This 
was also conducted virtually, which whilst 
lowering costs, has inhibited progress and 
our ability to interact with key stakeholders.

The Spectrum Forum annual meeting was 
held virtually in November 2021, shortly 
after the IARU-R1 Strategic Workshop. This 
was well attended, saw another great crop of 
group reports, and enabled a review of the 
latest developments in WRC-23 and a wider 
discussion on HF Band Plan proposals. 

RSGB Spectrum managers continue 
to facilitate ‘Innovation bands’ via Ofcom 
NoVs at 71MHz, 146MHz, 2300MHz and 
>275GHz. Despite Covid and increasing 
third party use, ongoing technical progress by 
amateurs led to Ofcom renewing 146MHz for 
a further year. 

Looking ahead, both WRC-23 preparation 
and licensing/EMF matters will continue into 
2022, as will our support of the Region-1 
‘Shaping the Future’ programme. Another 
significant topic will be the IARU Region-1 
Interim meeting, where HF band plans and 
spectrum pressures are likely to be key 
themes.
Murray Niman G6JYB
spectrum.chairman@rsgb.org.uk

Support

GB2RS 
GB2RS is the special callsign used by over 
one hundred volunteers around the UK and 
Crown Dependencies to broadcast the RSGB 
news both nationally and internationally 
each week. On-air transmissions take place 
every Sunday across the amateur bands, 
from 160m to microwaves, so there is a wide 
choice of time and modes to suit every listener. 
As well as plain speech readings, digital 
voice, television and satellite broadcasts are 
available. GB2RS can be heard on many 
local analogue and digital repeater systems 
and, in most cases, listeners are encouraged 
to call in after the news broadcast. The live 
transmissions are also enhanced with a 
podcast at https://gb2rs.podbean.com and a 
catch-up video available at https://gb2rs.apj1.
co.uk/. To find out which GB2RS broadcasts 
are taking place near you, the full list can be 
downloaded from rsgb.org/gb2rsschedule.  

It is very pleasing to announce that, after a 
collaboration between the RSGB and AMSAT-
DE, GB2RS is now being broadcast each 
Sunday via the QO-100 satellite narrow-band 
transponder. This has brought the RSGB 
news to a significant new audience ranging 
across Europe, the Middle East, Africa, and 

parts of South America. Even if you do not 
have any 10GHz equipment, it is still possible 
to listen to the news on this platform by going 
to the WEBSDR at https://eshail.batc.org.uk/
nb/. During the past year, several other new 
broadcasts have started up as we continue 
to work to make GB2RS heard as widely as 
possible. In some cases, we are now able to 
offer the service in geographical locations that 
had previously not benefitted from coverage.

The GB2RS Newsreaders are a dedicated 
group of volunteers who deliver the news 
every weekend. We are always happy to 
hear from RSGB members that are full or 

intermediate licensees, who would like to be 
part of the GB2RS team. This can be either 
to help with an existing broadcast or even to 
propose a brand-new transmission. If you are 
interested in finding out more, please contact 
the GB2RS Manager at gb2rs.manager@
rsgb.org.uk.  

Pictured is Eddie Murphy, G0VVT, a long-
standing GB2RS Newsreader, preparing to 
broadcast from his shack in Stoke-on-Trent. 
Eddie broadcasts simultaneously on VHF and 
UHF as well as via his local DMR repeater.
Steve Richards G4HPE
gb2rs.manager@rsgb.org.uk

Volunteers at the RSGB National Radio Centre ready to welcome visitors back after lockdown.
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Report

National Radio Centre 
The RSGB National Radio Centre (NRC) 
located at Bletchley Park is an ideal venue 
to introduce and demonstrate amateur radio 
to the public. Unfortunately, 2021 has again 
been a difficult year, with the NRC remaining 
closed until late May, open throughout the 
second part of the year and then temporarily 
closed again in mid-December due to rising 
Covid-19 infections. 

Despite Bletchley Park seeing significantly 
reduced footfall this year, visitor numbers to 
the NRC increased to their highest yet, almost 
14,500 in August and more than 56,800 for 
the half year. The NRC, with its state-of-the-
art amateur radio station, GB3RS, is able to 
demonstrate both the traditional aspects of 
amateur radio (such as CW and SSB QSOs 
on LF/HF) through to the newer aspects of 
amateur radio (including FT8, D-Star QSOs 
and communication via both polar orbiting 
satellites and the QO-100 geostationary 
satellite). 

The NRC is primarily intended to 
introduce amateur radio to those who have 
no previous awareness of this technical 
hobby. It also enables volunteers to engage 
with visiting radio amateurs and those who 
had previously held a licence but had let 
it lapse. The volunteers inspire interested 
newcomers to gain a Foundation licence and 
also encourage many lapsed licensees back 
into the hobby. In addition, the volunteers 
are always keen to discuss the importance 
of wireless technology; especially with 
young students, explaining that there are 
many exciting career opportunities in radio 
communication.

The NRC is run on a daily basis by 
a team of dedicated volunteers who are 
enthusiastic to engage with visitors. For 
those joining, full training is given and even 
with the Covid restrictions and imposed 
social distancing, recruitment and training 
has continued throughout 2021. There is an 
excellent team spirit amongst the volunteers 
and volunteering affords an opportunity to 
discover new aspects of the hobby in areas 
previously untried; be it from working DX on 

HF, to satellite working, or even just learning 
Morse from a skilled colleague.

In terms of radio equipment, little has 
changed in 2021. The Flex6500 with Gemini 
amplifier and SteppIR antenna comprise the 
main HF station. The FT-5000 is used on 
LF for UK QSOs and demonstrating FT8. 
The IC-9700 station is used primarily on 2m 
SSB and for demonstrating D-Star (digital) 
communication. The TS-2000 remains the 
main radio for local FM QSOs and for Polar 
Orbiting satellite QSOs. The QO-100 station 
continues to prove a success demonstrating 
geostationary satellite communication. 

Many of the regular events such as the 
YOTA activity; Enigma Reloaded; Introduction 
to Amateur Radio and Build a Radio 
workshops have all had to be cancelled in 
2021. However, it was possible to hold an 
Arkwright Foundation Licence Training Day in 
early December. Once again, it was pleasing to 
live-stream video from the NRC to support the 
online RSGB Convention in 2021.

With the NRC closed for an extended 
period, the opportunity has again been used 
to undertake internal maintenance. Outside, 
work has been undertaken on the main 
antenna tower, the LF multiband dipole and 
satellite dishes to ensure they remain in good 
order. At the same time, the required Ofcom 
EMF calculations were completed and a new 
CCTV camera fitted to ensure compliance 
for the QO-100 station. The ‘Time-Line’ 
display has been enhanced to include some 
additional radios from the 1930s and 1960s 
and a new display is in the process of being 
installed to illustrate how to get started in 
amateur radio with typical low-cost entry-
level radio equipment. In early 2022, it is 
hoped to install a system to demonstrate 
amateur TV received via the QO-100 satellite.

A significant feature throughout the 
national lockdown in 2021 has been the 
running of the NRC 80m NET. Initially 
intended as a way for volunteers to keep in 
touch, this grew attracting amateurs from 
all over the country to call-in as part of the 
RSGB’s ‘Get on the Air to Care’ campaign. 
With the closure of the NRC in December, the 

NRC net has once again been reactivated.
We are hoping that the NRC will reopen 

at the earliest opportunity in 2022 and that 
once again we will be able to engage with 
visitors in a confident manner, thus promoting 
amateur radio at its best.
Martyn Baker, G0GMB
nrc.support@rsgb.org.uk

OAS 
The RSGB Operating Advisory Service has been 
fairly quiet in 2021. Most of its activities have 
revolved around providing advice on how to 
approach living with on-air abuse of individual 
amateurs either on repeaters or person to person 
contacts - unfortunately some of the abuse could 
be classed as hate crimes. This resulted in a 
meeting with Ofcom where RSGB expressed 
its concerns and expressed a wish to work 
with Ofcom in trying to resolve this type of 
situation. The dialogue with Ofcom is ongoing. 
Other issues dealt with pirating of callsigns and 
providing advice on how to deal with apparent 
deliberate interference.

The OAS regional advisors have been 
relatively quiet also due to the effects of Covid-19 
curtailing their ability to visit clubs and attend 
rallies and conventions. It is expected that 2022 
will be broadly similar.
Ian Suart, GM4AUP
oas@rsgb.org.uk

Regional Forum 
In these uncertain times, the Regional Forum 
still continues to assist the Membership of the 
Society and fellow radio amateurs. 

There is no doubt that our affiliated clubs 
and societies are challenged by being unable 
to safely meet and have embraced multiple 
changes not only in lifestyle but also in 
changing attitudes.

For this reason, in 2021, the Regional 
Forum actively supported other means of 
allowing clubs and affiliated groups to meet 
safely and within the confines of government 
legislation using various platforms such as 
Microsoft Teams or Zoom.

An NRC volunteer operating GB3RS. Eddie Murphy G0VVT, a long-standing GB2RS Newsreader, Stoke-on-Trent.


